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ARGO Co., Ltd.
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BIBIMBLE

+82-2-463-2888

www.argokr.com

+82-2-6441-3876

https://www.bibimble.com

eugene@argokr.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1hynf8z4sw&t=4s

jjuni0221@bibimble.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8dGWV7AWsbo
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Company Introduction

Creates 3D experiences and digital contents that everyone can enjoy!
ARGO is developing interactive AR contents and kiosk that incorporates new entertainment technology elements such as
animated avatars. We aim to provide everyone with 3D augmented reality experience and digital creation. With AI (body
tracking recognition-based) AR video experience kiosks, everyone can make 3D animations. We are at the forefront of the
augmented reality hardware sector, which focuses on facial analysis, detection and instant scanning to complete the 3-D
avatar technology. Customizable by easily updating, upgrading and editing based on regional and business characteristics
or symbolic characters
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Product Details

Vibetechreal(MICE METAVERSE)

SnapAction_Interactive Augmented Reality
Content

Vibetechreal was developed based on Unreal Engine
and is a service that allows you to open an exhibition
with a simple operation by linking the web and the
client. It is a service solution that allows you to open
a virtual exhibition with simple operation by linking
web/client.

‘Snap Action’ based on body tracking recognition driven
by AR development program “AR Contents Integrated
Development Platform” developed by ARGO. Snap Action
is a kiosk that allows users to directly enjoy the intuitive
experience as a main character or an avatar in the video
contents that are viewed according to various categories
of themes, without looking at the screen or any additional
equipment such as headset. With entertaining features and
features of augmented reality, Snap Action can offer wide
range of options to operate.

SnapAction_ Interactive AR KIOSK
Emoji expressed on the face and body, as well as on
backgrounds of augmented reality, are perceived and
tracked along with the expression and movement by
recognizing the face and body curvature of various special
actions. Experiencing movie stars or characters for 2 to 3
minutes are automatically saved. Movements and poses
can be saved up to 15 snapshots during the experience
and they can be selected, edited to be uploaded online
social media. Easy editing and maintenance according
to guideline manual. User friendly sytem. Linkage to
smartphone and social media.
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Bibimble is a company specializing in XR content that has transformed the exhibition market by developing an exhibitionbased metaverse called “Vibetechreal” using the Unreal Engine. Moreover, Bibimble is pioneering various fields by
developing interactive holographic performances, holographic rhythm games, and digital humans powered by artificial
intelligence.
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Product Details

Company Introduction

Weracle(PLANET METAVERSE)
Weracle is a compound word of ‘We+Miracle’. It is
based on the world that is being created together.
Various jobs in real world will be implemented in this
Weracle world. In addition, the concept of Play to Earn
(P2E) will be introduced to induce economic activities
just by working inside of it.
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COCONUT SILO

1

Both No. 7B31

FNS HOLDINGS

+82-2-564-0309

https://coconutsilo.com/

+82-70-4035-8709

www.fassker.com

taewon@coconutsilo.com

https://linkedin.com/company/coconutsilo

edward@fassker.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1uQRyVD5Ees

Company Introduction

A Hyundai spin off company, Coconut Silo is an AI deep tech company that aims to solve problems in various markets via
innovative ways. Owning 20+ patents, we target emerging markets especially in the SEA and LATAM region.
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AR / VR / XR

Product Details

COCOTRUCK
An AI digital logistics platform, COCOTRUCK connects
all types of players in the logistics market into a
single place. With big data we enhance efficiency
and enable logistics companies to maximize the
number of orders received. Not only that, we enrich
the ecosystem by providing a SaaS(Software as a
Service) platform for B2B users to manage their
resources easier and to become a greener company.
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Company Introduction

FASSKER is a mobile-optimized service focusing on digital natives who enjoy mobile-centric life.
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Product Details

3D interactive content
We provide a service to promote the easiest way in both web and app.
Providing opportunities to experience 3D interactive content through
augmented reality, customers can engage with the products and It can lead
to purchases.
#3D Item #High Quality #Quick Producing

Truck Doctor
A big data truck repair platform, Truck Doctor helps
drivers to make a repair request no matter where
and when they are. By using Truck Doctor, drivers
can maintain their invaluable asset in the best status,
via additional big data based features.

AR Live LOOKBOOK
If you wonder how to engage with customers with not only photo look book nor fashion
films consider our AR Live LOOKBOOK.
Through AR camera customers can actually see models’ acting in right in front.
In digital era FASSKER enable you to shorten the length between brands and customers.
#AR Lookbook #Argumented Reality # Digital Runway
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LIVE K

1
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Mangrove Inc.

+82-10-8800-8199

www.livekshow.com

+82-10-2001-0318

chonpartners@gmail.com

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWD7bM9XFOe5Rkj7ziEapjQ

Yongsoo.SHIN@gmail.com

Company Introduction

LIVE K is the Korean Culture Convergence Content Creator.
With this many show contents combined with CT such as Motion Graphic, Media Facade and Holograme, you can enjoy a
perfect Korean Media Art, Holographic Show and splendid Interactive Media Show Exhibition.
Recently, we are presenting a new global paradigm as an XR Metaverse company, from virtual production to metabus
content and platform implementation through XR content technology.
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AR / VR / XR

Product Details

VIRTUAL LIVE
'VIRTUAL LIVE is a technology that synthesizes a virtual 3D space and real people on the basis of a game engine in real time.
The differentiated technological element is the solution that synchronizes the 3D virtual space camera of the game engine
with the camera that photographs real people in real time through the virtual camera tracking sensor. This allows you to
increase the sense of reality in a virtual space where the background moves behind the person.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbTZF4v9W3Y

Company Introduction

Mangrove Inc. is a venture producing maritime 3D VR contents and operating experiential bus by utilizing virtual reality
experience contents. Technologies that were used in “Mobile 3D VR Smart Aquarium Bus” can be utilized for experiential
education program with VR contents, tourism, promotion, and other various fields. By interlocking 5G, highquality VR
contents can be seen in realtime. We look forward to expand our services to overseas.
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Product Details

Underwater 3D VR Contents
South of Cebu in the Philippines, there is a small village called Moalboal. The
meaning of Moalboal is 'turtle's egg' and it is rated as one of the top ten diving
spots in the world. We came to Moalboal to find sea turtles. The sea of Moalboal
has escaped from the development and still preserve the beauty unspoiled.
Coral, tropical fish, schools of sardines, sea turtles and underwater environments
all filmed in vivid "3D VR" for your viewing pleasure.

Mobile 3D VR Smart Aquarium BUS
5G HOLO LIVE 4D STUDIO X MR THEATER
5G Holo Live: A hologram live streaming technology that allows 3D scans of remotely located people (Hallyu Star or
Celebrity), and then transfers video information to other remote locations as a hologram, and then makes a realistic video
call or interaction between the remote person and the hologram.

*Mobile hands-on digital aquarium : Brought to your doorstep, Reduction
of travel time, Safety assurance for kids
*3D VR Images about the ocean : Educational documentary for kids, High
sense of realism images
*Revenue enlargement by mobile application : Connecting to game
application
*Multi-touch screen configuration(10 points)
*Sound system equipped with wireless microphones / Equipped with a
vehicle specific private generator(Diesel fueled)
*Real-time surveilance with a smartphone through interior and exterior
vehicle CCTVs / Ensured safety with equipped level jack
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Smartsound Corporation
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SKYWALK

+82-2-575-2252

www.ismartsound.com

+82-10-7710-1170

http://www.skywalkgames.com/

jhojholee@ismartsound.com

https://youtu.be/p3FR8Wf9DqM

daniel@skywalkgames.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1uQRyVD5Ees
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Company Introduction

Smartsound Corporation has the vision of being “the company with the World’s Best Smart Healthcare Products”.
Based on our core “Sound Processing Technology”,
we develop IoMT-based Smart Devices by combining various sensors that can measure human and pet’s vital signals.
① Human Healthcare (Smart Stethoscope : Skeeper) : Non-Face-To-Face Stethoscope
② Pet Healthcare (WithaPET) : Smart IoT Pet Healthcare Solution
③ AI Data Diagnosis
[Certification]
① USA/Korea Medical Certification (FDA)
[Award]
① USA NASA iTech – Bio Technology
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Etc.

② IEC 6060601

③ Others

② GITEX Supernova & Healthcare Innovation Cup

SKYWALK is a mobile game developer / publisher based in South Korea who aim for the sky. Founded in May of 2019, our
goal is to provide our users with the best gameplay experience with high quality games.
SKYWALK has brought the following games to the global market – Cut the Rope: BLAST, Yumi’s Cells: The Puzzle, Heroes of
Atlan, and LINE Puzzle Everytown and so on, with many more in development. We will continuously strive to provide games
that are played and loved forever by many gamers all around the globe.
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③ IoT Trailblazer Award

Product Details

Skeeper AI
Skeeper is a smart stethoscope based on IoMT, which can measure user's heart
and lung precisely and remotely with mobile applications.
[Mobile Applications]

Company Introduction

Product Details

Cut the Rope : BLAST
Cut the Rope: BLAST' is an official BLAST puzzle game of the 'Cut
the Rope' series, which has accumulated 1.4 billion download
since the beginning of smartphone game industry.
It offers a variety of things to enjoy, including tournament mode
and team cooperation mode, and plans to update the boss battle
content called Evil Spider for the first time in the blast genre.
Collect, remove blocks and feel the objects' hit!

1. Skeeper pro for home users (Home -> Medical Experts or Hospitals)
2. Skeeper doctor for hospitals professionals
- Continuously measure patient's vital signals (heart & lung)
- Non-Face-To-Face Auscultation
- Can be shared the data automatically by API or system integration
3. AI Diagnosis
- Major Heart & Lung Diseases

WithaPET
WithaPET (Smart Pet Healthcare) is used with sound technology, but it
is optimized for the pet health environment. It can measure pet's heart
and respiratory rate with just simple device and application. In addition, it
can used for the home users and also can be used at animal hospitals for
surgery or recovery room.

My Home
My home is a simulation game based on the concept of healing fantasy that takes
place in a workshop in the forest.
You can enjoy all healing activites regarding lifestyle such as cooking, crafting and
so on. You can also color your hair, costume as you want.
Social networking is one of exciting systems. Making new friends and hanging out
with them in game!
Now that our next work based on Metaverse is coming so please stay tuned!

[WithaPET's Key Functions]
- Automatic Measurement : Heart Rate / Respiratory Rate
- Wearable - Heartbeat Lullaby - History/Sharing
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